


HEY, KUJO! 
SERIES SUMMARY

Welcome to Kujo’s Community Centre, a wonderful, 
vibrant place in the heart of a bustling, diverse neighbourhood.

It’s managed by none other than Kujo: a warm, friendly and funny guy 
who is always ready to help children answer their questions. 

In every episode, Kujo and a Question Kid go on a Mission of Discovery featuring silly puppets, fun 
adventures, exciting experiments and smart BIPOC experts who offer helpful answers.

Do you have a question you want answered? 
Just call out, Hey, Kujo! 

Kids: 3-5
13 eps x 7 minutes



KUJO
MANAGER OF THE COMMUNITY CENTRE

Kujo, in Ghanaian culture, refers to a boy who is born on a 
Monday, the fresh start of the week. And like Mondays, Kujo 

always looks at things with a fresh outlook. Kujo believes that 
questions are the way kids explore the diverse world around 

them and become who they are meant to be – so he loves 
helping them find answers. With his trademark red glasses, 
cool hair, and African dashiki, Kujo brings a curious and fun 

approach to learning about his neighbourhood while 
embracing and celebrating differences. 

CHARACTERS



JADEN
Our resident Kid Anthropologist loves to share fun 
facts about different cultures, human nature, and 
amazing world geography. 

JUAN
A curious boy who loves a good joke, Juan also 
happens to be Deaf. He loves to cook and is 
ready to show off his kitchen skills!

AMIRA
Our resident Kid Scientist isn’t afraid to test 

new ideas and be silly trying. All in the 
name of science!

GRAM
Energetic, hip, and fun, Gram is warm, 
supportive and makes you feel special. 

She’ll see you in the gym for sports!
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KUJO-VINCENT
Kujo-Vincent (K-V) is Kujo’s French-Canadian 
alter-ego who makes things just a little more 
complicated when he’s around!

COMMUNITY CENTRE FRIENDS



KWEKU
LIBRARIAN

ADJOA
SCIENCE AND NATURE LOVER
An African grey parrot who loves 

science and nature, she 
isn’t afraid to speak her mind!

A great horned owl with an eye for 
fashion and flair, he prides himself on 
his logic, charming wit and silliness.

BERNARD
ARTS & CRAFTS TEACHER

A wise, artistic beaver who runs the 
centre’s arts and crafts studio, Bernard loves 
making fun things out of re-used and found 
items because that’s good for the planet.

COMMUNITY CENTRE FRIENDS



Actual kids are an important part of every episode of Hey, Kujo! They play three roles in the show as the Question Kid, 
Answer Kid, and Expert Kid. Children’s questions are Kujo’s prompt at the top of every episode, and real kids help 

postulate creative, kind, smart, fun, non-judgmental answers, or offer their cool expertise.

KIDS LIKE YOU!



1. Meet Kujo: He greets everyone 
in his friendly community centre.

2. The Big Question: A child asks Kujo 
the Question of the Episode.

3. Mission of Discovery: Kujo and the Question 
Kid explore answers and have fun.

4. Meet the Expert: Kujo and
the Question Kid speak to a BIPOC 

expert to find the real answer.

5. Original Song: An Original Song is played 
to reinforce a clear, digestible

lesson and keep it entertaining and fun!

6. Talking to Parents: Kujo encourages 
parents to answer more questions and 

explore community resources.

EPISODE FORMAT



HOW CAN I GET TO THE MOON?
An avid space enthusiast, 6-year-old Hamida wants to 

know how she can get to the moon. Kujo and our resident 
Kid Scientist, Amira, introduce Hamida to the science of 
space, and Victor Glover, a Black astronaut who worked 
on the international space station, empowers Hamida to 

go after her dream of becoming an astronaut herself. 

WHY DO WE CELEBRATE 
DIFFERENT HOLIDAYS?
When two children ask Kujo why they don’t 

celebrate the same holidays, Kujo finds creative 
(and tasty!) ways to answer their question about 

the differences and similarities between 
Christmas and Kwanzaa. The kids learn that one 
doesn’t exclude the other. They can celebrate 

both – for twice the fun!

EPISODE EXAMPLES
WHAT COUNTRY IS THE PRIDE 

FLAG FROM?
When Kujo puts up a pennant of Pride flags in the foyer, a 

child asks him what country the Pride flag is from. Kujo 
and the Question Kid go on an adventure to learn about 
the Pride flag. They meet some LGBTQI+ friends in the 
community and get a chance to be in a Pride parade 

that starts right at the community centre’s door!



BRAND VALUES

• Teaches kids about different cultures and people, celebrates differences, and demonstrates inclusivity.

• Features positive BIPOC role models who are successful, showing that you can pursue your dreams, no 
matter what they are, and succeed! 

• Represents real kids of all backgrounds, abilities, and gender identities on screen so that young viewers 
see other kids just like themselves on our show. 

• Inspires viewers by showing how fun it is to ask curious questions,
explore lots of answers and share knowledge with 
family, friends and community.

Every Episode of Hey, Kujo! …



At the end of every episode, Kujo reminds his viewers to:

Ask questions about the world 
so you can learn to
be kind, be brave, 

be curious,
and most importantly,

BE YOURSELF! 



WHERE TO FIND KUJO!

• 56 uploads

• 1.36K subscribers

• 377K total views

Over

300K
views

Coming soon to



WHERE TO FIND KUJO!

Kujo also teaches English to students in 
Taiwan and Vietnam!
• 7 students in a class, age 12
• 1-hour classes, once a week
• 5 new English words taught each 

class!
• New markets are underway



CONTACT

Randy Quansah
Host, Founder, Co-Creator

randy@kujoskidzone.com
403-462-8621

Donna Gray
Executive Producer, Co-Creator

donna@goddesscomm.com
403-831-1150




